
The Logic Behind Advertised Logic

By this time?  
The low-test-score achievement conundrum had been ingeniously sold to the public.  

Insistently pushed onto schematically deprived audiences and endlessly argued to be the most 
compassionate approach for “fixing” a “broken” system – oh, surely the now loudly maligned 
test-score quandary could only be solved through the immovable appendage of additional, and 
ever more deregulated, reforms.  Once public sponsorship for the implementation of a high-
stakes accountability had taken hold (allowing, in the process, an unprecedented tax-financing to 
be relegated toward not only the act of testing, but to test making, test management, test 
evaluation, test analysis and that increasingly lucrative realm of test revision) – the next step?  

Was the particular selection of a test-generated data: that category of a statistical detail 
which could most assertively prove that the essential need for instigating yet additional 
deregulated transformations?

Continued. 
Putting first things first, initially you looked to the convincing of your audience.  

Repeatedly, your call for the unbounded addition of imperative reformations was advertised 
visibly, aggressively, and relentlessly to a schematically disconnected public:

Billboards.  Television ads.  Radio spots.  Talkshows.
Buses.  Benches.  Magazines.  Websites. 
Sizable sections of local and national newspapers.
Even poignantly heartrending, full-length, reform-desperate movies.
Aware that (as was true for any advertising campaign) engendering a continuing national 

support required the buttress of public outrage; understanding that first establishing, and then 
resolutely maintaining, an ongoing public zeal depended upon the always preemptive, ahead-of-
the-game fabrication of yet another newly discovered educational imperative – well, to build 
credibility for your advertising blitz?  Visibly you displayed a specifically collected test-score 
research: prudently selected “facts” which you now assertively held up to the public and 
promoted as being substantiation for your highly published call to unbendingly transform an 
unmistakably “broken” system. 

These were, as you so painstakingly and repeatedly argued: 
Facts.  
Although; well, yes, there was, always?  
That slight possibility. 
That small chance; that limited likelihood.  
That remote probability that somebody out there – somebody who felt more than a little 

anxious when taking note of the short-term “growth-dependent” nature of your research?
Well, after clearing a path through the densely emitted smoke, somebody might find it 

necessary to directly contest your evidence.  Somebody, in fact, might perceive that this modern-
day bring-your-own-facts method of research – a manipulative approach increasingly popular, in 
silver-bullet days, as the foundation for mandating yet additional invasive reformations (a truly 
modern method of research where, after realigning test-score claims, innovators labored to attract 
a supplemental and suddenly available financing)* – oh, there was always the risk that your 
research methodology might, with only a little effort, be deconstructed.  

Might, in fact, be unveiled.
Might, for example?



Be uncovered in your sudden push to identify those institutions which you had now 
loudly and aggressively decided to label; those clearly underperforming, culturally-diverse 
schools which – pointing to a recently amassed if shallowly representative research – you now 
held up and overtly branded as being (oh, my, it was almost too shocking to mention): 

Drop-out factories.

*A statistically manipulative approach that in days of a high-stakes accountability has been frequently referenced as 
“juking the stats.”


